KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Don Bellgrau, PhD

Professor of Immunology and Medicine, U of CO School of Medicine; a leading authority and international speaker on immunology. Dr. Bellgrau will bring the latest research and clinical tools that are available as we strive to optimize the immune system. His presentation will be fast-paced, energetic, fun and informative.

BONUS WORKSHOPS

Thursday, January 25, 2018
6:00–8:00 pm: Doctor Spa – Complimentary personal “tune-up” and visit with exhibitors. PLEASE SIGN UP AT TIME OF REGISTRATION.

6:00–8:00 pm: J Dunn, BS, DC, CKP – Special Introductory Session – “Immunity and Epigenetics” – Dr. Dunn will begin her discussion of new frontiers in immunity and the Vitamin D receptors and the role of epigenetics in immunity. She will show you how to analyze and understand the vital role of Vitamin A, D and K.

This will be an explosive, information packed program that you won’t want to miss - be sure and join us for this remarkable introduction to the conference!

6:00–8:00 pm: GREGG FRIEDMAN, DC, CCSP, FIACA – 2 HOURS DOCUMENTATION TRAINING; – A special opportunity to get 2 hours of superb documentation training from a nationally known speaker. You will learn PRACTICAL ways to document effectively and QUICKLY as you navigate through the latest changes in the compliance world.

We are going green! Seminar notes will be provided on a flash drive. Bring your laptops!
We know, and our patients know, that a compromised immune system is the cause of much of the chronic illness we see in our practices! Today’s effective clinician must understand immune dynamics and its complex relationships with diet, nutrition, neuroendocrinology, epigenetics, and, of course structure! This explosive information packed conference will change the way you think about the Immune System!

Your Teaching Team

DAN MURPHY, DC, DABCO: Renowned international speaker and expert on pain, proprioceptive neurology; author and Professor at Life Chiropractic College West.

J DUNN, BS, DC, CKP: Creator and innovator of the Wholistic Kinesiology system and author of the book Wholistic Kinesiology.

BRANDON LUNDELL, DC, APC, DABCI, IFMCP, DIPLO AC., NE, FAACP, CAC: An expert clinician in the field of Functional Medicine, with wealth of knowledge in the area of laboratory analysis and wellness.


LYNN TOOHEY, PhD (Nutrition): Founder and developer of the FHEval (Functional Health Evaluation) program; health educator, consultant, nutritionist, writer, seminar speaker.

RANDY ROBERTS, DC: A veteran practitioner, who is a “Doctor’s Doctor”, bringing a wealth of practical, clinical how-to material to use in your practice.

STEPHAN EDISS, DC, FIAACA: Certified in Applied Kinesiology, veteran practitioner/instructor, consultant to a professional nutrient company, conducts clinical tests for new products prior to being released to the market.

What Will Be Taught

- Structural relationships of the thoracic spine and shoulder to the thymus, spleen and immune function;
- Learn how to modify gene expression that predispose to immune dysfunction through methylation support, dietary and lifestyle strategies;
- New research on nutritional and lifestyle changes that will optimize the immune system;
- How to redirect T-Cells naturally to optimize immune function;
- Autoimmunity – know which tests to run, how to read them and how to change them;
- Learn how to predict and find ‘hidden’ autoimmune issues;
- Expand your understanding of epigenetics and the immune system, with focus on the VDR receptors;
- Learn fundamental concepts of “T-cell polarization” and their role in an over active immune response and how it is modulated by nutrition;
- Scientific support for the influence of spinal manipulation on the immune system;
- Taming cytokines and their effect on the immune system;
- Leaky gut, inflammation and infection triggers behind autoimmunity issues;
- Neuro-immunology - sympathetic/parasympathetic relationships to optimal immune function;

Doctors, don’t overlook the value of a well trained, motivated and educated staff in your wellness clinic. All doctors and their entire front and back office staff are encouraged to attend!